
 
 

Forest Health and Livestock Grazing 
 
Livestock grazing, along with logging and fire suppression, is a recognized causative agent of forest health 
problems in the arid American West. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Meeks Table, Wenatchee National Forest, Washington. 
While this area has been subjected to fire-suppression 
for several decades, it has never been subjected to 
livestock grazing. The dense grass sward has out-
competed tree seedlings to retain the park-like 
characteristics of the forest.  
 
 
 
Slope of San Francisco Peaks, Coconino National 
Forest, Arizona. A typical fire-suppressed and livestock-
stressed forest stand, resulting in an increasing 
understory of brush, small seedlings, saplings and pole-
sized trees that create a fire-risk to the old-growth 
ponderosa pine trees. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

◄ 

  ▼ 
“Whether grass competition or fire was 
the principal deterrent of timber 
reproduction is hard to answer because 
the two factors were always paired, never 
isolated. Probably either one would have 
inhibited extensive reproduction. In 
northern Arizona there are great areas 
where removal of grass by grazing has 
caused spectacular encroachment of 
juniper on park areas. But here again both 
grass competition and fire evidently cause 
the original park, and both were removed 
before [timber] reproduction came in.” 
 

 

~ Aldo Leopold. 1924. Grass, brush, timber, and  
fire in southern Arizona. J. Forestry 22: 1-10. 
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Abstract 
 
Fire suppression, logging and livestock grazing are the three major causative agents of forest 
health problems that afflict most dry forests of the interior American West. All of the major 
participants in the forest health debate (civil servants, political appointees, elected officials, 
scientists, conservation and timber interests) generally agree that both fire suppression and 
logging are major causes of forest health problems (although they are split on whether excessive 
or insufficient logging is the problem). However, most of the major players are either unaware 
or unwilling to recognize the scope and effect of the third major cause of forest health 
afflictions—domestic livestock grazing. While most scientists and some conservationists are 
aware of the livestock grazing issue, a problem can rarely be solved without the key 
constituencies first accurately understanding the causes. Western dry forests will not be made 
healthy by continuing to ignore or deny the negative impacts of a major ecological irritant. 
Livestock grazing must be elevated in current debates (in the public, academic research, agency 
management plans and actions, the courts and Congress) to a level comparable to its ecological 
impact. Education will lead to a solution: the removal of livestock from publicly owned forests. 
Part of the resistance to acknowledging the role of livestock grazing on dry forest health is the 
perceived lack of a viable political solution to addressing the problem. Such a solution is now 
available in the form of voluntary grazing permit buyout. Many ranchers across the West have 
already accepted compensation for retiring their federal grazing permits. Voluntary grazing 
permit buyout can efficiently and effectively remove livestock from threatened forests. But first 
the conservation community and then the other major actors must be educated about both the 
problem and a solution. 
 

The Problem1 
 

Livestock have actively participated in the destabilization of ponderosa pine and 
mixed coniferous forests. The hot fires that swept through central and eastern 
Washington and Oregon during the summer of 1994 may have, in fact, been 
partially a result of a century of livestock grazing. 

 
— Dr. Joy Belsky and Dana Blumenthal2 

 
The classic “park-like” stands of ponderosa pine and mixed conifer forests that once blanketed 
the interior West from British Columbia to New Mexico have changed dramatically for the 
worse since the European invasion. For example, only 2 to 8 percent of Oregon’s original old-
growth ponderosa pine stands still exist. The numbers are similar throughout the rest of the West. 
 
What were once fire-tolerant stands of widely spaced trees with a short, dense grass sward 
understory have been converted over the last century into thick forest stands that are more 
susceptible to both fire and disease. Scientists, government foresters, most of the timber industry 
and conservationists point to two major causes of this transition: (1) suppression of low-intensity 
fires that prevented the establishment of fire-sensitive and shade-tolerant tree species such as 
Douglas-, grand and white firs and (2) logging of the economically valuable and fire-resistant 
ponderosa pine and western larch. 
                                                
1 Adapted from Andy Kerr. 2004. OREGON WILD: ENDANGERED FOREST WILDERNESS. Oregon Natural Resources 
Council (distributed by Timber Press): 46-47. 
2 Belsky, A. Joy and Dana M. Blumenthal. 1997 Effects of livestock grazing on stand dynamics and soils in upland 
forests of the Interior West. Conservation Biology 11(2): 324. 
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Today, there is much talk about the “forest health crisis.” Of course, forest ecologists, timber 
interests or government bureaucrats will differ on what constitutes a healthy forest. They also 
differ vehemently on the relative importance of logging, fire suppression, disease and road 
building to forest sustainability. However, while these are very important factors in forest health, 
another factor that has been utterly overlooked in this debate is the effects of 150 years of 
livestock grazing. 
 
Livestock currently range over 284 million acres or 91 percent of all federal land in the eleven 
western states, including forested landscapes. Although livestock have not been known to wield 
chainsaws or use fire-fighting equipment, they have a their own dramatic impact on forest 
composition and density. 
 
Livestock grazing has modified forest dynamics by annually removing the understory grasses 
that serve two critical roles in a natural forest. First, healthy, thick grass understory out-competes 
conifer seedlings for space and water, preventing the establishment of dense thickets of small 
trees. 
 
Prior to the intrusion of domestic livestock, a typical dry forest floor in the Interior West was 
carpeted with Idaho fescue, bluebunch wheatgrass, pine-grass and elk sedge. The old-growth 
grasses with their extensive root systems could out-compete small seedlings for moisture and 
nutrients. A source of nutrients and organic matter, the grass cover was also critical for slowing 
surface water flow, enhancing water infiltration, insulating the soil from freezing and mitigating 
the erosive force of raindrops. 
 
The second role of grasses in dry eastern forests is to carry forest-cleansing low-intensity ground 
fires that kill large percentages of seedlings and maintain open park-like stands of old growth 
trees. On dry, low-elevation south-facing slopes, the dominant tree is usually ponderosa pine. In 
wetter, mid-level north-facing stands, the dominant trees are western larch, Douglas-fir, grand fir 
and white fir. Trees that survive to maturity evolve with fire by having self-pruning lower 
branches and thick fire-resistant bark. Ground fires that occur every five to twelve years 
throughout the West usually pose no problem for the big old trees. 
 
Gone with the grasses are these beneficial fires. Dense stands of sapling- and pole-sized fire-
sensitive species are now all too common. These species are more susceptible to stress during 
drought, which makes them more vulnerable to disease and insect infestation. Fuel loads have 
thus increased ten-fold in the last 25 years. 
 
In their review of the scientific literature, Dr. Joy Belsky and her associate Dana Blumenthal 
found numerous studies comparing grazed and ungrazed forest stands (where domestic livestock 
was excluded, but not native wildlife). They found that ungrazed stands retained their park-like 
character, in spite of active fire prevention efforts.3 
 
To restore the stability and sustainability of our interior public forests, not only must logging of 
big trees end and fire be carefully reintroduced into the landscape, but also domestic livestock 
grazing must also be eliminated from these forests so that native grasses can return. 
 

                                                
3 Ibid. 
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The Opportunities 
 
Forest fire and forest restoration are very controversial issues in the American West. Government 
land managers are always making new and bold plans and carrying out restoration activities to 
manage fire (not all of which are good environmental or fiscal policy). Scientific research on fire 
management and the role of fire in forest ecosystems is increasing. Popular and technical books 
are being published. Congressional oversight hearings are common, often preceded or followed 
by newspaper editorials west-wide. Numerous opportunities exist in which to inject domestic 
livestock grazing as a cause of unhealthy forests into the forest health debate, and how the 
continuing grazing prevents true forest restoration. Conservationists may be able to piggyback 
onto existing administrative policy debates (national fire plan, national forest fire management 
plans, grazing permit renewals, etc.) or may have to develop an entirely new vehicle. However, 
“new” issues rarely get addressed without first becoming controversial. 
 

The Solutions 
 

Simple recognition of the livestock grazing problem in dry forests of the West by the major 
constituencies is the first challenge. The second challenge is actually ridding affected forests of 
livestock so that real forest restoration may begin. Since ranching on public lands has historically 
been held in high esteem, the livestock industry has been insulated from the public disdain that 
has been felt by the timber and mining industries and off-road vehicle users. Due to the mythic 
and iconic perception of cowboys on the public lands, it is not reasonable to expect that livestock 
grazing will be simply reduced as a matter of forest restoration efforts. 
 
There is a fair, equitable, efficient and effective solution to harmful livestock grazing in publicly 
owned forests: voluntary federal grazing permit buyout. As it has occurred on various public 
lands across the West, this proposal would allow federal grazing permittees to waive their 
interest in their grazing permits in exchange for compensation. The associated allotments would 
be permanently retired from grazing, with the forage reallocated to native wildlife and watershed 
protection. Grazing permit buyouts are becoming an increasingly popular means to resolve 
grazing conflicts. Several pieces of legislation have been introduced in Congress and “third-
party” buyouts are also occurring (however, the latter are not permanent and are subject to 
possible renewed livestock grazing). 
 
 

For More Information 
 
Andy Kerr, Director 
National Public Lands Grazing Campaign 
c/o The Larch Company 
503/701-6298 voice/text 
andykerr@andykerr.net 
www.publiclandsranching.org, www.permitbuyout.net 


